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SUMMARY 

The Performance and resources required to run a busy railway have evolved worldwide during the past century. 
The development of the relevant domains is quite significant and it is demonstrated on a case study for the past 
100 years of Zürich-Oerlikon Station – a busy junction to the north east of Zürich Hauptbahnhof (i.e., main or 
central station), which has intensive suburban, Intercity and freight traffic.  
 
During this time the number of trains per day has increased from 133 to 880 and four generations of signalling 
interlocking have been required. This evolution together with the interdependence of the different domains will be 
outlined for the: 

• Development from the Mechanical to the Electromechanical on to the Computer Based, Interlocking. 

• Safety concepts of the various generations of Interlocking. 

• Transition in the indication and operation methods of the four generations of interlocking used. 

• Changing role of the personnel with the increasing level of information and automation provided. 

• Reduction in personnel required despite the increase in traffic handled at the station. 

• Increase in the amount and relevance of the Passenger Information provided. 
 

1 INTRODUCTION AND INTENT 
“The advancement for the public benefit of the science and practice of signalling” was the objective the IRSE set 
for itself, one hundred years ago, in its Memorandum of Association of 1912. The term "Signalling" was to include 
all “apparatus, methods, regulations and principles to control the movement of railway traffic". The intention of this 
paper is to demonstrate how this objective has been realised by examining the development during the 
intervening hundred years of the signalling at one busy station. The station chosen as the example is Zürich 
Oerlikon in Switzerland 

The traffic at Zürich Oerlikon has grown tenfold during these hundred years and to keep pace with this increase 
four differing Signalling technologies have been consecutively deployed. The examination of these four differing 
technologies will show the development and transition of the following operational and technical domains: 

a) Requirements for capacity and operational methods,                                                                                            
b) Operational process and safety technology and                                                                                                   
c) Indications and Information available to Staff and Public and the communication tools used. 

The location itself is well known as the site of the "Maschinenfabrik Oerlikon" which played a leading role in the 
early development of electric traction for railways. Long standing IRSE Members will also remember the Station 
as being the venue of the 1977 International Convention. 
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2 NOTATION  

3 LIFE CYCLE OF THE STATION 

3.1 Zuerich Oerlikon Station 

Zürich Oerlikon Station lies in the north eastern part of Zürich, the largest of Swiss Cities, where the line from the 
Hauptbahnhof (Zürich's Main or Central Station) via Wipkingen divides, as shown in figure 1, in four directions: 
Seebach-Wettingen, Glattbrugg-Schaffhausen, Kloten and Wallisellen-Winterthur. 

Originally Oerlikon was a self-sufficient political entity. However, it became a suburb of the City of Zürich in 1934 
and, to this day, provides the city with immense employment opportunities. Whilst 100 years ago, these were 
primarily heavy industrial jobs today the service industries dominate. 

 

Figure 1: Track Layout, Zürich Oerlikon 1912 

In 1912 "wagon load" Goods Traffic played an important role at Zürich Oerlikon for which it was the 39th most 
important location in Switzerland. Today, all local "wagon load" Goods Traffic is dealt with at the nearby Zürich 
Seebach Station. 

For Passenger Traffic Zürich Oerlikon has always remained one of Switzerland's most important stations. In 1912 
it was in the 13th position and today it is at number 12. Passenger numbers have increased from 820,000 in 1912 
to 12 million in 2011 (Figure 2). The turnover at the station has similarly gone from 300,000 CHF to 50 million 
CHF during this time. It is this development in the passenger numbers on the lines served by Zürich Oerlikon, 
which has driven the need for the improvements carried out in 1969, 1979 and 2012 which this paper examines. 
During the period from 1908 to 1914 the station itself was completely renewed. This renewal led to the 
installation, in May 1909, of the first signalling equipment. The work on the station building, which itself is of 
undoubted architectural interest, was completed in the spring of 1914. 

                                                           

1In Swiss stations requiring more than one Signal Box, the outlying "local" Signal Boxes were under the direct control of the "central" Signal 
Box, from which their actions were "released" (= Freigabe)  
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Figure 2: Traffic development in Oerlikon over 100 years. 

 

3.2 1912: Mechanical Signalling  

In 1912 Zürich Oerlikon was provided with a Signalling Installation consisting of a Central (Freigabe-) Box   
(Figure 4) and three "Local" (Wärter-) Signal Boxes (Figure 3) of the "Bruchsal J" type. 

Technology 

The "Bruchsal J" signalling system used not only mechanical interlocks and connections but also incorporated 
electrical operation for the Central to Local Releases, the Line Block and the Annunciator Equipment to the next 
stations. The Line Block to and from (Zürich-) Wipkingen and to and from Wallisellen (-Winterthur) was double 
track. Of the three single lines emanating from Oerlikon, only that to Glattbrugg (-Schaffhausen) was provided 
with a Three Position Line Block of "Type B" which included a train dependant "Lock & Block" function. The lines 
to Seebach (-Wettingen)2 and to Kloten (-Effretikon) remained without a "technical" Block System. 

 

Figure 3: Local Signal Box  
"Wärterstellwerk" 

 

Figure 4: Central Signal Box 
"Freigabewerk" 

                                                           

2 The line to Seebach -Wettingen  is historically significant as being the location of the trials done by the Maschinenfabrik Oerlikon of 
electric traction at 15 kV 15 Hz from 1905 to 1909. 
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The mechanical signals were provided with a self-restoring mechanism operated by mercury filled contacts on the 
rails which detected rail "bend" at the passage of trains. These contacts also provided a release mechanism for 
the operating levers of the relevant route locks. 

The system was constructed on the principle of "Protective Exclusion", i.e. each operation required a form of 
"release" before it could be completed. Rodding3 was used for point operation and this was laid out such as to 
minimise the effects of expansion and contraction. The Home and Starting Signals were operated by a "double –
wire" system that was fitted with tensioning equipment for both temperature compensation and to prevent wire 
breaks going undetected. The point rodding was arranged with intermediate cranks, such that equal lengths of 
rod were in tension and compression thus automatically compensating for temperature changes. 

Mechanical means were also employed for Track Vacancy Proving4, the points being fitted with 12m long locking 
bars5 to prevent movement under a train or vehicle. 

The "Central" Signal Box was fitted with a "simplified" apparatus, which enforced a valid train route setting 
sequence and monitored the succession of the route occupancy. By requiring an exit route to have been used 
before the next entry route could be set the duty of the signalman to exercise an optical control of Track Vacancy 
was ostensibly "enforced". In the circumstance that an occupied track genuinely needed to be entered by a train 
or engine, e.g. for shunting or to divide a train, "special" manipulations were necessary which were only allowed 
after the Signalman had personally assured himself of the situation "on the track"! 

Each train movement through the station required the involvement of four people, one in each of the four Signal 
Boxes. To allow a through train from (Winterthur-) Wallisellen to Wipkingen (-Zürich) to pass through Oerlikon a 
process with 50 (!) discrete steps was necessary, with which all the signal boxes in Oelikon as well as those at 
Wallisellen and Wipkingen were involved (Figure 5). For a train to enter and stop at the station, 30 process steps 
were necessary. Every train, which stopped at Oerlikon, was personally "despatched", on the platform, by the 
Station Master or his "authorised appointee" by using the official "Baton". 

The mechanical signalling at Oerlikon, in its 1912 condition epitomised the development of the purely mechanical 
interlocking. With correct operation and maintenance, the highest level of reliability and safety was achieved. The 
four Mechanical Interlockings gave over 60 years of faithful service and coped admirably with the continual 
increase in traffic from 133 to 370 trains per day, as well as the change from steam to electric traction with 15kV 
16⅔ Hz. Without doubt the capacity of the installation was at its limit when the new double track through the 
Käferberg Tunnel required the demolition of "Stw I" and the installation was decommissioned on 14/15 May 1969 
and subsequently scrapped.  

 

Operational Indications and Information available to Staff and Public 

The Local Signal Boxes were connected with the Central Box and to each other with a local battery omnibus 
telephone. The communication between the Stations was by means of Morse Apparatus with Annunciators, for 
working the Block, and with Station Gongs, which announced the departure of trains from the preceding station. 
The position of the signals and points as well as the occupancy of the station tracks was "read" from the position 
of the levers and interlocking devices. This was supported by arm repeaters on the main signals and an early 
type of track occupancy indicator. 

As information and commands to the Train Drivers, upper quadrant semaphore signals were used which 
essentially provided "route" information, the relevant speed limits applicable to the indicated route was to be 
learned from the Operational Appendices. From 1934 the "Signum" Automatic Warning System was provided at 
the Home Signals, this gave a warning to the driver when the signal was "on" (i.e., not showing a proceed 
aspect). The station was essentially independently operated on the basis of written instructions and requirements. 
The local situation at Oerlikon or elsewhere could not be centrally monitored or influenced effectively in "real 

                                                           

3 In comparable installations the points were operated from the signal box by a "two wire" mechanism. 
4Although the track circuit had been  invented in 1870 by William Robinson (1840-1921) only 5 track circuits were in trial operation in 1912 
in the whole of  Switzerland 
5 However these were replaced by track circuits before the Second World War. 
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time". Passenger information was restricted to notice boards and manually operated mechanical destination 
indicators on the platforms. 
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Figure 5: Process Steps for a through train from Wallisellen to Wipkingen (-Zürich) 
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3.3 1969: The First Relay Interlocking 

Requirement 

In 1969, to relieve the Zürich Hauptbahnhof of goods traffic coming from eastern Switzerland, the line through the 
Käferberg was opened. This line would require an increase in the capacity at Oerlikon to be able to deal with 
more than 750 trains per day. The opportunity was taken to rationalise the operation as well as improve the safety 
and to introduce Line Block on all lines emanating from the station. The double track lines were also converted for 
bi-directional use and the layout at the west end of the station altered to suit the new situation (Figure 6). 

 

Figur 6: Track Layout at Zürich Oerlikon - 1969 

Technology 

A "Domino 55" Relay Interlocking from Integra was put into operation on 15 March 1969. This interlocking used 
"route setting" principles for both main and shunt routes. The basis for the route setting and locking was the 
Control Table and the interlocking was controlled from a single, 3.9m long "Entrance - Exit" Panel. This enabled 
the complete installation to be operated by only one or two Signalmen (Figure 7). 

The Panel was built up of standardised segments (Dominos) such that the track layout was schematically 
represented and the control and indication elements for the points, signals and track occupancy were combined. 
"Real Time" Indication was provided by indication lamps within the "Dominos" for signal aspect, detected points 
position, routes set and locked and track occupancy. Train Routes were set by simultaneously pressing an 
entrance and exit button on the Panel. The valid combination of entrance and exit buttons pressed together 
initiated the complete process of proving, setting and locking the selected Main or Shunt Route, the proving of 
Track Vacancy and the clearing of the appropriate Signal Aspect. The progress of the train through the route 
automatically progressively released the locking of the route. Special relays with various combinations of 
"restraint-guided" silver to silver contacts were used throughout. The correct operation of the contacts was 
monitored with "front and back" proving circuits integrated in the standardised relay groups used for the control of 
each Route, Signal and Point. "Fail-Safe" principles and circuit configurations were used throughout. 

The new installation radically simplified the process of operation at Oerlikon, as all essential functions were 
automated. Generally, one person could control the whole station; only during the rush hour was a second 
operator necessary, who primarily took care of the shunting movements. The through train represented above, in 
figure 5, now required only two operative steps. Stopping trains could now be despatched directly from the Signal 
Box by means of "Train has to Start" indicators on the platforms. 

The "Domino 55 "Relay Interlocking reliably fulfilled its obligations for 10 years before the building of the rail 
connection to Zürich Airport required another major revision of the track layout at Oerlikon. This required very 
major alterations to the interlocking and the now 25 year old relay system was no longer being manufactured. 
This resulted in its replacement and the Interlocking was taken out of service on 29 October 1979. The relay 
groups were retained and later reused in other interlockings. 
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Figure 7: Control Panel, Zürich Oerlikon 1969 

Operational Indications and Information available to Staff and Public 

The indications provided on the control panel gave continuous information about the status of the lineside 
equipment and the position of trains within the controlled area. The exchange of all relevant information with the 
neighbouring stations necessary for the operation of the trains was integral to the operation of the now automated 
Line Block provided in all directions. Route specific omnibus telephones, which enabled direct communication 
with the next stations, were supplemented by a railway specific PAX telephone system. Local shunting operations 
were allocated two radio channels for use by the relevant staff.  

In addition to the "simple" indication of the occupancy of the track sections, the Control Panel incorporated mini 
Cathode Ray Tube displays, which showed the five digit Train Number of the actual train in the section. These 
displays were driven by a magnetic core memory, which was an integral part of a central Train Describer System. 
The Train Number for each train included a "routing number" (Lenkziffer), which was used to initiate Automatic 
Route Setting for eastbound trains. The allocation of the "route number" and the train number stepping were done 
in a Crossbar Switching Exchange, which was programmed appropriately for each Time Table Period. This 
automated system relieved the Signalmen of circa 50% of what were otherwise manual tasks. During this period 
in Oerlikon's life cycle, Regional Train Monitoring was introduced, based in Zürich. For each line from Oerlikon, 
the Signalman reported by telephone the actual time of departure or passing of every train to the Monitor. He, in 
turn, manually drew the "real time" Train Graph onto pre-printed "timetable" Train Graphs. This enabled delays 
and anomalies in train running to be easily seen across the region and appropriate corrective measures to be 
decided upon. These were then advised by telephone to the effected stations who implemented the operational 
modifications. 

For information to train drivers, Colour Light Signals were installed which indicated in accordance with a 
standardised "speed signalling" system. Route and other local information was provided to drivers, train crew and 
rail personal by means of the Operational Appendices and Notices. The Colour Light Signals were supplemented 
by the installation of the Signum Automatic Warning System at all signals and, from 1972, extending this to 
include the "Stop" aspect as opposed to just the "Warning" aspects. The system initiated an emergency brake 
application in trains, which passed a signal at danger. Shunting operations were controlled by "Dwarf" (Position 
Light) Signals. Each lineside object (points, signals etc.) was connected to its controlling relay group in the 
interlocking with an object specific cable. 

The independence of Oerlikon as an operational centre had effectively been reduced as train operations could 
now be centrally influenced, albeit still indirectly by telephone. Passengers however, were still dependant on 
manually operated Departure Boards on the platforms for up to date train running information. 
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3.4 1979: The Second Relay Interlocking  

Requirement 

A number of interdependent public transport improvement plans required a completely new operational concept 
to be considered for Zürich Oerlikon Station (Figure 8), these included: 

• The construction of a new double track railway through Zürich Airport via which it was intended to 
operate all national east-west passenger traffic and for which an additional platform would be required in 
Oerlikon. 

• The lines to Glattbrugg and Kloten were to be double tracked for extra capacity. 

• Freight trains from eastern Switzerland were to be routed directly to the Limattal Marshalling Yard. 

• "S-Bahn" System (suburban railway) was being planned for the Zürich area. 

• The intention to introduce a Switzerland wide Regular Interval Passenger Timetable (Taktfahrplan). 

• The extension of the Käferberg Line to Zürich Hauptbahnhof from 1982. 

Additionally, within the national concept for remote control of stations, Oerlikon was designated as a Regional 
Centre from which rail operations could be rationalised and automated. 

 

 

Figure 8: Track Layout, Oerlikon 1979 

Technology 

On 30 October 1979 a new "Domino 67" Interlocking was commissioned in Oerlikon. The "Domino 67", also from 
Integra, represented the second generation of relay interlocking in Switzerland. The basis was a miniaturised 
signal relay, also of the "restraint-guided" type with silver-to-silver contacts, arranged in standardised Relay-Sets 
for each specific signalling objects on the lineside. These Relay Sets were designed to be connected with system 
specific cables in a topology representative of the actual "Geography" of the track layout. As such Train Routes 
for both main and shunt movements were built which included both comprehensive approach locking and 
automated progressive route release. A pre-selection level enabled routes with current interlocking conflicts to 
immediately set as soon as the preceding train movement released these. Interlocking operation was also of the 
"entrance-exit" type with standardised control and indication elements, in this case arranged in a 10m long 
vertical Control Panel (Figure 9). 

In addition to direct control of the local interlocking the Oerlikon Panel indicated 11 other stations which were 
remotely controlled. Both the Oerlikon and the 11 remote interlockings were normally controlled from three 
identical desks using an alphanumeric keyboard. A coding system allowed route setting by entering, in sequence, 
route type, station code, entrance and exit track. This system also made possible the further automation and 
acceleration of the route setting process. During normal operation, at the remote stations only those actions were 
carried out which required manual observation of the train movements. 
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Figure 9: Operation Room at Oerlikon for both the local and remote interlockings. 

This installation gave 32 years of reliable service. As well as enabling the traffic flows via Zürich Airport, the 
"Domino 67" saw the successful introduction, in 1982, of the National Regular Interval Timetable, the 
implementation, in 1990, of the Zürich S-Bahn Service and, in 2004, the introduction of the first stage of the "Bahn 
2000" train services. Further capacity upgrades, started in 2011, which include the construction of another double 
track line to Zürich Hauptbahnhof, once again required significant changes to both operations and infrastructure 
at Oerlikon. The 44 year old relay technology, again no longer manufactured, has been superseded by the 
introduction of a fourth generation of interlocking. 

Operational Indications and Information available to Staff and Public, and Automation at Oerlikon 

The major communication development in this phase of the Oerlikon life cycle was, from 1992, the general 
introduction of Train Radio with which immediate communication with all trains in the region became possible and 
the provision of radio for shunting at all the remotely controlled stations. 

A new Train Describer System provided seven segment LED indicators in the panel controlled by a local 
computer. This computer enabled the fully automatic route setting of all timetabled trains for each of which it 
contained the prescribed routing information relevant to its "routing number". In addition, from 1990, the reporting 
of actual train passing and departure times was automated, the central Train Monitoring System in Zürich having 
been computerised to also provide automated train graphs showing planned and actual train positions. This 
enabled the Dispatchers to concentrate solely on dealing with the correction of any anomalies arising. 

The existing system of colour light signals was retained. A modern Automatic Train Protection System 
supplemented the Signum Automatic Warning System, "ZUB 121" from Siemens, which was initially installed at 
the junctions and other "higher risk" locations. This monitored trains' compliance with the signalled route speed. 
As previously, the lineside objects were connected to the interlocking with object specific cables. 

With these developments, Oerlikon's importance within the region was increased. In the intervening period this 
was continually extended as additional stations were brought under remote control. The available space on the 
"Domino" Control panel was fully utilised such that step by step its indication function was supplemented by 
colour Visual Display Units (VDU) at the operators' desks. Passenger information was radically improved by the 
provision of comprehensive "drop-flap" type indicator panels on all platforms and station entry points. These were 
driven in "real-time" from the Train Describer System. 
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3.5 2012: The Computer Based Interlocking  

Requirement 

The reorganisation of the Swiss Federal Railways (SBB) into an Infrastructure company and a number of Train 
Operating Companies (TOCs) complemented the successful implementation of the "Bahn 2000" concept. The 
resulting network of Inter City Trains (IC) at half hourly intervals with planned interconnections at 10 designated 
national "Nodes" was rewarded with a significant, and continuous, increase in passenger numbers. Three IC-
Services pass through Oerlikon, which now also had to deal with seven "S-Bahn" routes, all with more frequent 
regular interval service patterns, as well as the east - west freight trains. The success of the passenger services 
in particular has resulted once again in the need for additional capacity on the main lines and at the "Nodes". The 
provision of new through platforms for IC-Trains at Zürich Hauptbahnhof could only be achieved underground and 
necessitates the building of the Weinberg Tunnel from Oerlikon. This in turn has made the provision of an eighth 
platform line necessary in Oerlikon station (Figure 10). From 2015 twelve "S-Bahn" services will pass through 
Oerlikon and the number of trains per day through the Node will rise in stages from 880 to 1'600. Once again a 
new operating concept for Oerlikon is required, not only for the final configuration, but also to enable the 
extensive stage works during construction to be completed without significant interruption of the existing services. 
Therefore the train headways are shortened and systematised on all lines to improve the stability of train 
punctuality. Of course, operating costs are to be reduced whilst at the same time improving Quality of Service for 
the railways' customers. A national concept for the Operational Management is to be introduced. 
 

 
 

Figure 10: Track Layout, Oerlikon, Final Stage, 2015 

 
Technology 

On 20 June 2011 a "Simis W" Interlocking was put into service at Oerlikon. "Simis W" is a Computer Based 
Interlocking from Siemens, which is based on the "Geographical" concept. For each lineside object there is an 
appropriate Dataset in the central unit. This simplifies the design of stage works and allows extensive pre-testing 
of modifications and extensions to the interlocking as a result of track layout changes. This feature will be 
extensively used during the eight major stages leading to the opening of the Weinberg Tunnel in mid 2014, and 
enable each of these to be implemented without interruption of services through the station. The Interlocking 
functions are similar to the previous generations but with increased capacity and reliability. Safety at SIL 4 as well 
as improved availability is achieved by the use of a "2 out of 3" computer concept. Maintenance activities and 
Mean Time to Repair are optimised by the provision of internal monitoring systems with a remote diagnostic 
facility. The hardware consists of standard industrial programmable units, which ensures a stable and affordable 
provision of spare parts. 

Operation of the Interlocking is achieved via an "ILTIS" control and supervision system. This system, also 
supplied by Siemens, enables all indication and control to be done with Visual Display Units and standard 
keyboard / mouse arrangements (Figure 11). 
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Figure 11: Graphical User Interface, "ILTIS" for Simis W, Oerlikon, 2012 arrangement. 

Operational Indications and Information available to Staff and Public, and Automation at Oerlikon 

Throughout the SBB network GSM-R has been introduced as standard communications platform between 
"Infrastructure" and "TOCs", in particular between Controllers / Signalmen and Train Drivers / Shunting Personal. 
An ISDN Network provides stationary communications. Control and Indication of the infrastructure, both the local 
"Simis W" interlocking and those of various types and generations which are remotely controlled, is achieved with 
the "ILTIS" Traffic Management System. The Train Describer and Automatic Route Setting Systems are integral 
to the "ILTIS" system. Being an IP-Network based system, ILTIS provides flexible and network wide work places 
in any required number and currently (2012) controls 28 stations from Oerlikon. The use of this system will enable 
the simple transfer of the current Oerlikon functions to Network Control Centre "East" in new premises at Zürich 
Airport, which is planned for 2015. This Network Control Centre will have responsibility for the eastern third of the 
SBB network, with Oerlikon as one of 8 sectors integrated for operational purposes within it. 

The local signalling at Oerlikon is now provided by colour light signals with numerical display of the maximum 
allowed route speed (V/10; i.e. "5" displayed = 50 kmh-1 are allowed). GSM-R is also being used to trial a scheme 
for a "Drivers Advisory System" which will enable a more exact regulation of train operation. Automatic Train 
Protection is provided by ETCS with Eurobalises. This is currently transmitting the authorised speed profiles via 
"Packet 44" in preparation for the implementation of ETCS Level 1 Limited Supervision. The lineside objects are 
now provided with local control units connected to the interlocking via an ISDN network using standard twisted 
pair cable and a separate power supply. Passenger information is displayed on electronic indication units 
provided on both the platforms and concourse of the station and controlled in "real-time" with information from 
"ILTIS". 

Operationally, in 2012, Oerlikon Station is still a Remote Control Centre, but from 2015 will be integrated as 
"Sector Glatt" into the Network Control Centre "East". From this time on the train operation will no longer be 
"visible" at Oerlikon station itself, the rail traffic will be controlled automatically. 
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4 CONCLUSION 
The four technological stages in the life of Zürich Oerlikon station documented in this study paper show that the 
development of the Signalling and Operations technology have fulfilled the Objectives of the IRSE as laid down 
in1912. The train service available to the public has been continuously improved (Figure 12) with the result that 
passenger usage has also continuously increased. Whilst developments in Signalling and Telecommunications 
have not directly caused these increases they have undoubtedly made them possible, today's capacity would not 
be possible using the technology of 1912! 

 

Figure 12: Traffic development at Oerlikon 

The path of Signalling technology leads from the purely mechanical via the electromechanical to computerisation. 
In the beginning "digital" technology was mechanically implemented, later analogue electrical technology and 
now, the "digital" technology has returned, albeit in the electronic form! The safety of rail traffic, initially provided 
by operational processes, was subsequently supported and then enforced, by the signalling and its interlocking. 
The "interlocks" themselves were originally produced by manual mechanical means, subsequently by industrially 
produced relays and now by datasets in redundant structures comprising of standardised programmable units. 

The Indications and Operation developed from observation of lever positions and the track itself, through the 
illuminated diagram and control panel to now be provided by the visual display unit, an ergonomically significant 
improvement. The development of automation has brought with it a dramatic saving in personnel, 20 people were 
required in 1912 to run significantly less trains than one person does today. The passengers, the railways' 
customers, are provided with accurate information, both in the station on the electronic indicators, or elsewhere 
and everywhere, with internet and mobile phone services. 

The past 100 years of signalling technology development has continuously supported the operational processes 
of the railway and enabled their development in line with the needs of increasing capacity. The modern ICT 
offers, even today, more possibilities for quality and capacity improvement than current railway operations 
require. The challenge for the IRSE, in its second century, is to enable the development of perspicacious 
concepts for the safe and early utilisation of continuously developing technology such that The Railway can 
unfold its full potential for the benefit of the travelling public in a cost effective manner. 
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to be written. In particular they thank the many ex-colleagues at SBB and especially Brian Smith and Adrian Exer 
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